Abstract-Most current IDS are generally centralized and suffer from significant limitations when used in high speed networks, especially when they face distributed attacks. This paper shows that the use of mobile agents has practical advantages for intrusion detection. For this purpose we carried out a comparative experimental study of some IDS, showing their limits and then we propose an implementation of a new MAFIDS (Mobile Agent for Intrusion Detection System) model focusing on misuse approach. The performance of MAFIDS is investigated in terms of detection delay, false alarm and detection rate by comparing it to a centralized IDS over real traffic and a set of simulated attacks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the years computer systems have successfully evolved from centralized monolithic computing devices supporting static applications, into a distributed computing called Network. Nevertheless, as our systems are becoming more open, and so are the associated security threats and vulnerabilities [1] . Thus, a key challenge is to provide the computer systems with mechanisms to overcome this attacks and threats. Security is crucial to the success of active networking; especially when the current network is characterized by its dynamic nature and its increasing distribution. Traditional network relies on the security mechanisms and policies deployed on the underlying operating system. Nevertheless, these measures are insufficient, specially, for those systems the design and implementation of which present security vulnerabilities [2] . Among all security issues, intrusion is the most critical and widespread. An intrusion occurs when an attacker takes advantage of security vulnerabilities and thus violates the confidentiality, integrity or availability of the objects on the network. In other words, an intrusion is informally defined as a deliberate attempt to violate the security policy [3] . The taxonomy of the techniques against intrusions is as follow [4] :
• Prevention: design, implement and configure the system as correctly as possible, • Detection: analyze the log file searching an intrusion signature or an abnormal behavior, • Deflection: make the intruder believe that his intrusion is a success, while being diverted to a controlled environment, • Correction: react when the intrusion takes place. The field of automated computer security intrusion detection is currently some twenty years old, the result of which lead to Intrusion Detection system (IDS). The goal of IDS is to analyze the event stream on the network and identify manifestations of attacks. Commercial solutions are, generally centralized and suffer from significant limitations when used in high speed networks. It is too tedious to detect a malicious action through the network, especially when we should consider multiple distributed events and even simultaneous. Most of the current IDS assume that the environment is static, whereas, in reality, the environment is dynamic and unpredictable. So, to detect without mistake an intrusion and to make the appropriate decision at a favorable time we need a cooperation of different sensors. It is advisable to consider mobile agents as a challenge to intrusion detection. Among the most remarkable characteristics of the agents we find the cooperation to carry out a global objective. So the goal of our research work is to develop a distributed intrusion detection system using mobile agents.
For this purpose Our paper is organized as follow. We present in the first section a background of IDS, point out the limitations of the centralized IDS. We select a set of opensource commonly used IDS, investigate their features theoretically and experimentally and we distinguish their limits. After showing the comparison tables we argue the usefulness of mobile agent in the detection process, present the architecture of our IDS, its implementation and its behavior in front of the simulated intrusions.
II. IDS BACKGROUND
IDS play an important role in achieving survivability of information system and preserve its safety from the attacks [5] . An IDS can be classified as network-based (NIDS) or host-based (HIDS) [6] . The major qualitative difference between these two categories is that NIDS base their analysis on information obtained by monitoring the stream of data in the network to which the hosts are connected, while the HIDS perform their analysis on information collected at a single host by the audit trails. The HIDS act above the network layer making it unable to detect some kinds of attacks [7] while NIDS infer their decision from low-level network packets traveling among hosts [8] .
An IDS can also be classified into two categories, according to the approach used in analyzing network events: those based on behavioral approach, and, those based on misuse approach.
• Behavior approach: it relies on models of the normal behavior of a computer system [9] . Behavior profiles may be focused on the users, the applications or the network. In this approach, to detect abnormal activity patterns, the predefined profile patterns are compared with the actual ones in use. The detected patterns will be considered as intrusions.
• Misuse approach: relies on a set of attack descriptions, also called attack signatures [10] . These descriptions are matched to the stream of audit data, attempting to verify that the defined signature is occurring. Both behavioral and misuse approaches present advantages and disadvantages. An IDS based on misuse approach can detect only those attacks that have been defined. Behavioral approach able us to detect attacks that are unknown in advance; this advantage causes a large number of false positives occurred when an IDS alerts an event that is not an intrusion [5] . Commercial IDS products such as NetRanger [11] and RealSecure [12] work on misuse approach.
A. IDS requirements
In [13] , the authors have defined a set of desirable characteristics for an IDS along two themes : functional and performance requirements. In the following section, we summarize some of these characteristics.
• Functional requirements -The IDS must continuously monitor and report intrusion, -The IDS should have a very low false alarm rate, -The IDS must provide enough information to repair the system in the case of intrusion detection, -The IDS must detect and react to distributed and coordinated attacks. Coordinated attacks against a network will be able to marshal greater forces and launch many more and varied attacks against a single target. -The IDS should be adaptive to network topology and configuration changes.
• Performance requirements -Intrusion should be detected in real-time and reported immediately to minimize the damage to the network, -The IDS must be scalable to be able to handle the additional computational and communication load.
B. IDS limitations
The most common IDS shortcomings are :
• High number of false positives, • Lack of efficiency : usually, when an IDS is faced to a huge number of events in the network, it slows down a system or drop network packets that it don't have time to process, • Vulnerability to be attacked : many IDS have hierarchical structures. This gives the opportunity to the attackers to harm the IDS by cutting off a control branch or even tacking out the root command. Apart from these shortcomings, we will be interested especially in the following limitations :
• Many of the existing network-and host-based IDSs perform data collection and analysis centrally using a monolithic architecture [14] . Indeed, the collection of data achieved by a single host and even the analysis is performed by a single module. Moreover the centralize detection scheme suffers from number of problems : -A central analyzer presents a favorable target to the attackers. If an intruder manages to neutralize it, the entire network becomes without protection, -In case of high network load leading to excessive data traffic, the system suffers from scalability problems. A single analyzer unit limits the network size, -It is difficult to make modifications to the sensor stations, -Given that the collection of network data is performed in a host other than the one to which the data is destined give the possibility to the attackers to make insertion and evasion attacks [15] . Notice that Intrusions can consist of several steps that occur at different hosts, and consequently cannot be detected by a single sensor. The cooperation of different sensors becomes a necessity for the identification of distributed intrusions. Thus using agent technology for IDS can potentially overcome a number of the shortcomings mentioned above.
III. COMPARING IDS
We establish a comparative study of four open source IDSs (SNORT, Prelude-IDS, Tamandua, Firestorm). These IDS are commonly used. Through a set of simulated intrusion tests, we explore their general features and limitations, and we show their weakness to distributed attacks.
A. SNORT Features
SNORT is an open source NIDS. It is able to perform the analysis of network traffic in a real-time using a rule-driven language, which combines the benefits of signature, protocol and anomaly based inspection methods [16] . In fact, Snort is primarily a rule-based IDS, however input plug-ins are present to detect anomalies in protocol headers [17] . This NIDS is usually used to detect various attacks such as port scan, buffer overflow, web applications attacks and virus attacks.
SNORT has three basic components :
• Packet capture: Sniff and collect network event,
• Rule matching: comparative analysis between the collected event and the attack signature, • Output: the generated result from the rule matching. An example rule is :
alert tcp $EXTERNAL_NET any->$HOME_NET 21 (msg:"FTP passwd attempt" flags:A+; content:"passwd";)
The rule header consists of the action keyword alert and everything else before the left parenthesis, and the parenthesized list contains the rule options. This rule matches TCP packets from any external source IP address and port, to port 21 on the local network, containing the string passwd and having at least the ACK flag set. Whenever a matching packet is found, an alert is generated with the text "FTP passwd attempt".
SNORT has three different modes:
• Sniffer mode: read all network packets and display them into its interface, • Audit mode: save the network event on the log file,
• Detection intrusion mode: analyze the network traffic, compare it with the intrusion signatures and perform actions accordingly.
B. Prelude-IDS Features
Prelude is a hybrid IDS framework [19] . It performs either on a host (HIDS) or on a network (NIDS). Prelude has a modular and distributed architecture which allows installing the needed components at a specific node of the network, such that, no network overload is occurred. Prelude is an IDS based on the misuse detection. It relays on the attack signature base of SNORT to analyze the network event in a real time or in a differed time, by reading the log file. Prelude uses the regular expression language PERL (Practical Extraction and Report Language) which allows writing a specific rules.
C. Tamandua Features
Tamandua is an open source NIDS which is based on the misuse approach [20] . Tamandua uses distributed sensors and a centralized console. The sniffer deployed by this NIDS can collect packets from different connections and performs the defragmentation process. Tamandua can import SNORT rule sets. In case of intrusion, the IDS can perform a pro-active reaction such as disabling an IP address. In fact, the code of the instructions used includes the RFC standard in order to support various protocols (IP, UDP, ICMP, TCP). Besides, Tamandua has other features such as a human readable signatures and session-based network analysis.
D. Firestorm Features
Firestorm [51] is a hierarchical NIDS based on misuse approach. It is fully pluggable and hence extremely flexible.
The architecture of Firestorm is composed of four components :
• The probe: sniff the network events, analysis them using the SNORT signatures and save the alerts in an extensible log format.
• The extended log: presents a new format for the alert data transport, • The Stormwall: supervises the alerts and performs tasks when a new extended log appears. The probe notifies to Stormwall the modification of the log file, • The consol: permits to the user to search, sort, filter, link and extract data from the probe. Firestorm presents the following characteristics :
• Comprehensive snort rule support, • Preprocessors to allow supplementary detection modes (anomaly or behavior approach), • Full IP defragmentation.
IV. INTRUSION SIMULATIONS
After the above overview, and in order to compare the four previously described IDS, we propose to perform a set of intrusion tests aiming at evaluating the following aspects :
• Design of the system architecture and the network, • Vulnerability of components, • Configuration of equipments, • Administration procedures of the detection process. We use the NMAP [18] tool to simulate intrusions and compare the selected IDS. We perform our tests on a network with four Linux hosts.
A. The NMAP Port Scanning
The port scanning is used in order to observe the state of a host or a network. This kind of intrusion allows attacker to gather information about the opened ports (listening) which are a potential transmission routes. These information help the intruder to infiltrate the system.
The port scanning has three variants: open scan, halfopen scan and stealth scan.
• Open Scan We consider two modes :
-TCP connect : nmap -sT target It opens a connection in a complete, classic and legitimate manner. If the port is opened then it will accept the connection. Otherwise the connection will be refused (closed port). This technique is fast, so that many parallel scans can be performed. Besides, it does not require a root privilege. If the result of the connect function is equal to 0 then the relative port is open, else it is closed. -Reverse ident : 
nmap -I target
This mode permits to identify the characteristics and the behaviors of the process which listens to the port of the target. The attacker can use the identification protocol which allows him to identify the name of the owner of any process which uses the TCP. The daemon relative to this protocol is called "identd". If the port is open, NMAP sends an "identd request" to the port 113 reserved to the host target.
• half-open Scan -TCP SYN Scan: nmap -sS target This mode consists on sending a SYN to the target in order to initiate a connection. Then the target will send an ACK (a valid sequence number) which means that the port is opened. In this case the attacker send immediately a RST for canceling the connection, as shown in Table  I .
The half-open scan is usually used to achieve the TCP SYN Flooding.
• Stealth Scan Using this mode may avoid certain IDS [4] . The stealth scan, which looks like unexpected network traffic, can pass through the firewall and routers. This kind of intrusion takes advantage from TCP/IP vulnerability. In practice, a closed port which receives an IP packet, sends a RST as a response. So, there is no response the attacker concludes that the port is opened. It is difficult to log the stealth scan given that there is no connection completely opened.
-Stealth FIN Scan nmap -sF target The attacker sends a packet with an active FIN flag to the target. The interpretation of the response is the same as above. Nevertheless, the attacker can have further information like the kind of the OS. In fact, Windows systematically sends a RST whether the port is opened or not.
It consists on the fragmentation of the IP packets, especially when the firewall, hosts and the network do not perform defragmentation.
• The intruder can improve his attack by sending the ICMP ECHO to a broadcast server in order to scan the entire network.
SNORT Prelude Tamandua Firestorm
The aim of the attacker here is to identify the active UDP port. If he receives an ICMP port unreachable message then the port is closed.
B. Comparison Results and Discussion
An overall comparison of the general features of the selected IDS is shown in Table II . Table III and Table IV show comparison results according to their functionality features and a set of particular characteristics, respectively. All the selected IDS are open source, rule-based and offering updating facilities. Only Prelude and Tamandua offer a dynamic installation and both host and network based intrusion detection. These characteristics make them able to deploy new sensors and provide flexibility to both application and network administrators. In fact, hybrid IDS offer an extensible toolkit which is able to adapt to the heterogeneousness and size of the network to monitor. The weakness of Tamandua is that it has no graphical user interface and no sufficient documentation. According to this set of common features, Prelude is better than the other IDS.
As for the functional characteristics of the chosen IDS (Table III) , all of them perform IP defragmentation, thus offering protection, against evasion technique [21] . Only Firestorm offers protocol anomaly detection in addition to the misuse approach. Snort, Prelude and Firestorm give more information about the detected attacks than Tamandua. Moreover, we consider the alert format giving by each IDS as an important criterion. Generally, there was two specific contexts that express the needs for a standard alert format. In the first case, many organizations use many different IDS; and since each IDS uses its own alert format, the administrator needs to correlate all generated alerts. In the second case, Different sensors have been dispatched through the network. The original data format they process differs from one sensor to another. When a sensor raises an alert to the global IDS, it should output it in a standard format. The Intrusion Detection Message Exchange Format (IDMEF) [22] is a proposal of such a standard format. SNORT and Prelude alert into IDMEF.
We focus on a set of particular characteristics mentioned in Table IV . Generally, the attacker performs its attack step by step and tries to spread through the whole network. Consequently, it would be more advantageous to have an IDS with distributed components on the network. These components can be cooperative, autonomous or interdependent. Autonomous behavior (A. B.) stipulates that the components of the system act as independent and fully functional detection systems, i.e. they detect attacks independently without communication or interaction between them. Autonomous behavior requires special capabilities such as Self-Configuration and Self-healing [23] . One of the major problem faced by the IDS is that the attacker target it. So performing tasks autonomously makes the IDS more robust. Only Prelude and Tamandua has a distributed and interdependent component.
Our major interest is to compare these four IDS behaviors with respect to some commands performed by NMAP we presented previously. Tests were performed in a four host's network, using each IDS in its default configuration. Results are summarized in Table V . We conclude that SNORT detect almost the intrusions attempts performed by NMAP. Nevertheless, all the IDS are enable to detect the fragmentation. Figure 1 shows the detection rate of each IDS as a result of the simulated intrusions. Snort captured approximately 72% of attacks. This is the best performance in terms of detection rate in comparison with the other IDS. However, Snort presents the higher rate of false positive (false alerts, 33%). In fact, this IDS processes one network packet at a time and matches this with the premises of a set of rules. Now, focusing on individual packets, leads to many false alerts because it misses the broader context of the network session of which the packet is only a small part. Tamandua and Firestorm present the same performance. Despite the fact that they have the lowest detection rate (29%), they did not raise any false alarms. An IDS which generates false positives is better than those which generate false negatives. Thus, we consider SNORT as the best IDS relatively to our set of IDS and to the simulated intrusions. In addition to the fragmentation sensibility, SNORT turns out to be less efficient when facing multi packet attacks. Moreover, SNORT is efficient only for the attacks limited in one packet. The situation is worse when we consider distributed attacks such as the Man in the middle [24] or the DDOS (Distributed Denial of Service) [25] .
Indeed, we have mentioned that Prelude has a distributed architecture. However, distributed intrusion detection systems are especially vulnerable to attacks since typically, each component resides at a static location and components are connected together into a hierarchical structure. An attacker can disable such a system by taking out a node high in the hierarchy, amputating thus a portion of the distributed system.
In this paper, we propose a solution to this problem by using mobile agents, in order to distribute the detection process. It is hard to locate an intruder for a mobile agent. Moreover even if the host machine, which launched the agent, is eliminated from the network, the agent can still work. So as to ensure a better detection system our system will be more robust.
V. DISTRIBUTED INTRUSION PROCESS
Detecting intrusion in distributed network from outside network segment as well as from inside is a difficult problem [26] . In many cases, an intruder achieves a set of stages to perform its attack. In each stage he can use a different node in the network. This technique has, especially, two consequences :
• Widening the range of the attack and controlling the major part of the network, • Making hard detecting the intrusion.
A. Mobile agent usefulness
Agent Systems are used in various applications such as workflow, scheduling and optimization [27] . It is advisable to define, firstly, an agent. We refer to [28] :
• An agent is a physical or logical entity characterized by the following attributes : -Autonomy : agents are independently-running entities, they operate without the direct intervention of humans or others, -Mobility : agents are able of suspending processing on one platform and moving to another, where they resume execution of their code, -Rationality : agents embody the capacity to decompose and solve a problem in a rational manner, -Reactivity : agents perceive their environment and response in a timely fashion to changes that occur in it, -Inferential capability : agents are able to use prior knowledge of general goal in order to act on tasks, -Pro-activeness : agents can take the initiative to act and response to their environment, -Social ability : agents are able to meet and interact with other agents. The interaction and collaboration between agents is achieved by an agent communication language and may depend on an ontology to realize a common understanding of a situation. Accordingly to the above attributes, we will argue, in this section, the use of mobile agent to improve the characteristics of the IDS, overcome the limitations described previously and evaluate their applicability to design an automated intrusion detection :
• Reducing Network Load : The actual IDS are facing one of the most pressing problems which is the processing of a tremendous amount of data over the network. Abstracted forms of these data are usually sent from all locations in the network to a central site to be processed, causing the increase of network load. Mobile agents offer the opportunity to overcome this problem by eliminating the need to this data transfer. Instead, the processing program (agent) will go to the data, given that the an agent is smaller in size than the network information. Furthermore, when an agent collects data related to the host on which it is running, we avoid the risk to be subject to the insertion and evasion attacks. to react dynamically to insecurity conditions making easier to build robust distributed systems. Even if one of the agents fails, the other agents in the IDS can take up the tasks of the failed agent and continue the detection.
• Scalability : Distributed mobile agents IDS are one of several options that allow computational load and diagnostic tasks to be distributed throughout the network [13] . This improves scalability and holds up fault resistance behavior.
B. Related Work
The idea of distributing the intrusion detection system using a software agents is not entirely new. However, most of the related works emphasized static agents instead of mobiles ones. Applying mobile agent technology to IDS gives a result to only few research projects. In 1999, a project at The Information-Technology Promotion Agency (IPA) in Japan involves an Intrusion Detection Agent (IDA) System [29] . IDA is a classic host-based system which relies on mobile agents mainly to trace intruders among the various hosts involved in an intrusion. In the same year, Micael [30] pursues a more ambitious aim where the entire system functionally with mobile agents. Nevertheless, only the architecture description has been presented and no details have followed so far. In 2000, an IDS framework based on mobile agents has been described in [31] . Unfortunately, the detection is dealt with superficially. Globally, there have been some previous attempts to take advantage of agents in the field of intrusion detection, as for example [32] - [34] . It is worth mentioning the mobile-agents approach [35] , [36] . Besides, there are other products such as Tritheme which is an IDS under LPG licence allowing the simultaneous use of HIDS and NIDS approaches distributing the different functions under agents scattered on the network under control [37] . In 2002, Trapathi and al. describes an IDS which are designed as mobile application that roam the network to detect attacks and track intruders [38] . The Skyrecon's StormShield [39] is a product complementary to firewall based on the behavior approach. StormShield treats in a coordinated way the potentially vulnerable aspects of a host: traffic network, operating system, applications. MonALISA [40] is a distributed and dynamic system able to provide a complete control and an overall monitoring of a complex system. The architecture of MonALISA is based on autonomous entities capable of collecting, analyzing and processing data in distributed network.
VI. OUR SYSTEM: ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW
The distributed structure of our system consists of four levels, as shown in figure 2 : the down level, the pretreatment, the kernel and the upper level. We have four cooperatives, communicants and collaborative entities which are able to move from one station to another: Sniffer agent, Filter agent, Analyzer agent and Decision agent.
Every category of agent is assigned respectively to the levels cited previously.
A. The Sniffer agent
This kind of agent will be cloned and distributed throughout the network. This agent patrols the network, collects all the events occurred in the host to which it is related and storage the collected data in a sniffing file. The Sniffer agent can duplicate it self in order to lighten the network charge. On the down level, we are interested to collect all the events occurred through the network in real time. Sniffer are what is commonly called sensor [41] .
B. The Filter Agent
Detecting intrusions in a distributed system turns out to be difficult. IDS must undertake to analyze a huge volumes of events. This task becomes more difficult especially when the events must be collected from distributed sources around the network. Intrusions seep in all levels of the distributed system; each level may require monitoring. So, to be able to determine whether an intrusion is taking place, we have to aggregate and merge events collected from various sources, which is among the set of tasks allocate to the Filter agent.
This agent performs its tasks in the context of the collected-events pretreatment phase, which precedes the analysis phase. The Filter agent access to the sniffing file which is modified by the Sniffer agent.
The Filter agent will treat these crude events by achieving the following tasks :
• Distinguish the various fields of the events collected in crude such as destination address and the protocol, • Sort the events by the category of packet (TCP, IP, ...) concerned by a specific kind of intrusion.
C. The Analyzer Agent
This kind of agent processes and analyzes the events captured by the Sniffer agent and pre-processed by the Filter agents. We adopt the misuse approach, as mentioned previously. In fact, there are several techniques to perform this approach [42] ; we focus on the pattern matching method which is used to scan for byte signatures in packets that may indicate an attack. If there are a similarity between the filtered packets and the attacks signatures then the Analyzer agent raises an alert to the Decision agent.
D. The Decision Agent
The administrator, depending on his need and requirement, can give some parameters relative to the full detection process. This parameters are saved on a configuration file which is consulted by the Decision agent in order to sort them by kind of treatment. In fact, we consider sniffing parameters such as the address of the monitoring hosts and filter parameters like the target protocol. Furthermore, the Analyzer agent report their findings to the Decision agent which transmits them to the administrator.
VII. IMPLEMENTATION
The obvious disadvantage of using mobile agent is the concern that they will introduce vulnerabilities into the network and the following security problems :
• Integrity: corruption of information, • Denial of service: effecting availability of the host or the agent process, • Secrecy: disclosure of information.
That's why our implementation is written using the IBM Aglet [43] platform and Sun's Java Development Kit. This choice is not arbitrary, it is made after a comparison study of nine agent platforms [44] during which we have been stressed on the security mechanisms deployed by each platforms to protect the agent and even the host.
Let us consider the most important security feature for our MA IDS. In fact it is important to build our solution with an opened platform that allows agent migration, cloning agent and that support different communication protocols. These features are common to almost all agent platforms. What seemed to be so crucial for us is security features. We mainly focus on the following criteria :
• Agent authentication: Trusted and Untrusted Agent authentication systems, • Resource Access Control: Implementing/or not a discretionary access control, • Supporting encryption/decryption facilities: Using standard protocol such as SSL and supporting common used algorithm (DES, DEA, IDEA, RSA and so on), • Code verifier (Agent action Verifier): Including a particular bytecode verifier or allowing a such ad on easily. We mainly plan to develop a specific Java bytecode analysis as in [45] for verifying applet security properties. An other alternative is to use a such verifier as introduced by Michiaki Tatsubori [46] .
The open-source nature of the Aglets system, which have been made available through the SourceForge opensource initiative [47] , allowed us to intercept the adequate security actions performed by Aglets and to log all the useful information such as the requested operation, its parameters, its outcome and the identity of the aglet. Mainly, Aglets supports the specific security mechanism that we required. The security model provided by Aglets supports the definition of security policies and describes how and where a secure Aglet system enforces these policies. The aglets are authenticated identities that are used to enforce the policies defined by authorities and to identify the host or the developer of the program. Aglets framework uses an asymmetric (public private key pair) cryptography system to exchange private keys between hosts. These keys are useful to ensure agent when they are transferred over the network. Thus, the agent code is signed and can be authenticated before its execution, making the host platform protected. In Aglets, permission is defined as the capabilities of executing aglets by setting access restrictions and limits on resources consumption. An abstract syntax for permissions in Aglets is based on JDK policy [48] file definition. All the experiments were conducted on equivalent machines equipped with a Pentium Dual Core Processor running at 1.66GHz and 1.99 GB of main memory.
Our MA IDS performs their tasks over any number of hosts in the network. Each host can receive any number of Sniffer agent that monitor all events occurring in it.
In a first phase, we test the communication model by sending a set of messages between our four agents classes. We also test the mobility of these agents by dispatching them and retracting over four hosts.
In a second phase we investigate and test four types of network attacks: Probe, R2L, U2R and DOS.
• Probe: Attacker tries to gather information on the target host.
• R2L (Remote to Local): Attacker does not have an account on the victim machine, hence tries to gain local access.
• U2R (User to Root): Attacker has local access to the victim machine and tries to gain super-user privileges.
• DOS (Denial of Service): Attacker tries to prevent legitimate users from using a service. The examples of attacks of each type are SYN-scan (NMAP), NIMDA for both R2L and U2R, and SYN flood. In the following section we simulate these programs and show the performance of our Agent IDS in terms of false alarms and detection rate.
A. The NMAP Port Scanning
We have already mentioned this kind of attack in IV-A. The execution of the NMAP tool over our network gives us a set of useful information (figure 3) :
• 1702 filtered ports • 139 TCP ports are opened, netbios-ssn • 445 TCP ports are opened, microsoft-ds • MAC Address: 00:03:0D:12:12:3C The Sniffer agent based on the Jpcap library collects the network events using the CaptureTool class and saves them on a file ( figure 4) . After a given number of collected event (Sniffing limit) the Sniffer agent creates the Filter. In fact, depending on the severity degree given by the administrator, the Decision agent fixes the Sniffing limit transmitted to the Sniffer agent as a parameter.
In the pretreatment phase, the Filter agent consults the sniffing file and performs a set of tasks explained in VI-B.
We create a filtered rule according to the SNORT signature used to detect the TCP ping NMAP presented below :
alert tcp $EXTERNAL_NET any->$HOME_NET any (msg:"TCP PING NMAP"; flags:A,12;ack:0; reference:arachnids,28; classtype:attempted-recon; sid:628;rev:2;) This signature means that if an external TCP packet come in our network, from any port, with an active ACK flag, as the two reserved bits, and the sequence number is equal to 0, for any state of session, then it will be necessary to generate the alert relative to the TCP scan accomplished by NMAP.
This particular Nmap TCP Ping uses a TCP ACK with an ACK Number = 0. That's why we filtered this kind of packet only. Our filtered rule correlates the following two characteristics:
• The kind of the packet (TCP), • An active ACK flag The Filter agent considers only the packets which verify these two characteristics together.
He save the filtered events in a data base of sniffed and filtered packets (figure 5). The SNORT signature used to detect the TCP ping NMAP may lead to false positives. It is possible that other tools may also send a TCP ACK with an ACK number of Zero. We tested several times the nmap tool and we noticed a particular content in data fields of data of the filtered packets. We consider this content as new nmap's signature. That means that for all packets examined, the Analyzer agent will try to locate the pattern "B@d02b51".
The Analyzer agent needs two sources: the table of current filtered events and the signature of the target intrusion to perform the Snorts string matching algorithm, BoyerMoore [54] . This is widely regarded as the providing the best average-case performance of any known algorithm [55] . It consist of comparing character by character data field of the event and of the signature. The algorithm scans the characters of the pattern from right to left beginning with the rightmost character. In case of similarity the Analyzer agent transmits the alert message to the Decision agent.
Thus, our agent system can detect the NMAP intrusion as well as SNORT.
B. The SYN flooding attack
A SYN flood is a type of Denial of Service attack. To realize this kind of intrusion the attacker tries to create a huge amount of connections in the SYN RECEIVED state until the backlog queue overflows. The SYN RECEIVED state is created when the victim host receives a connection request (a packet with SYN flag set) and allocates for it some memory resources. A SYN flood attack creates so many half-open connections that the system becomes overwhelmed and cannot handle incoming requests any more [49] .
We simulate this attack using the HPING tool [50] which is able to send custom TCP/IP packets to network hosts. All experiments run on three machines: At the same time we disconnected the web client host. Thus we prevent the machine from answering the packets sent by the web server. Otherwise, it would send TCP RST packets which would stop the connection attempt. The web server machine waits for confirmation that never arrives. Hence the attack succeeds ( figure 6 ).
Both agents, Sniffer and Filter, proceed in the same way as in the case of the NMAP attack. The Analyzer agent considers a specific rule to fulfill its processing. When the rule is triggered it will raise an alert and display a message. The protocol of the packets we are detecting is TCP and destination IP addresses and port number are defined. The source is defined on any IP address. The aim of this rule is looking for any host which is trying to make a SYN connection to the machine which is defined by its IP address (172.16.6.40) on ports 80. The threshold is a crucial parameter given that the purpose is to detect a big influx of demand of connections. Basically, if a machine attempts to make 100 or more connections within 20 seconds then the rule will fire.
C. The Nimda worm
Nimda is identified as U2R or R2L. Typically, this kind of attack exploit multiple vulnerabilities in different network services. For example, Nimda used many different propagation techniques to spread, can send it self out by e-mail, search open network shares, attempt to copy itself to unpatched or already vulnerable Microsoft IIS Web Server. This worm will create the Guest account and add this account to the "Administer" group. This would enable the intruder to execute the arbitrary command in the local system. Nimda tries to propagate by looking for local shares using the NETBIOS protocol and creates a specially crafted riched20.dll file in any share folders that contains .doc or .eml documents. The rule used by Snort to describe the Nimda worm is:
alert tcp $EXTERNAL_NET any->$HOME_NET 139 (msg:"NETBIOS nimda RICHED20.DLL";flow:to_server,established; content:"R|00|I|00|C|00|H|00|E|00| D|00|2|00|0"; reference:url, www.fsecure.com/v-descs/nimda.shtml; classtype:bad-unknown;sid:1295;rev:9;) Thus, a signature for the Nimda worm would be the collection of the following parameters: • A packet belongs to a TCP connection from any port to the port 139 which is the port used by NETBIOS, • The packet belongs to a TCP connection which is established and corresponds to a client request.
• The packet contains the sequence of bytes corresponding to the string "RICHED20". Restricting the signature to the parameter "packet on port 139" is too general and the derived rule will generate a lot of false alarms. To overcome this limit, we correlate the rule used by Snort with the results described in [56] . The authors use different machine-learning techniques such as Bayesian Classifiers and Decision Trees in the training process on the KDD (Knowledge Discovery in Databases) Cup 1999 data set [57] to learn normal and inconsistent patterns from the testing data and thus generate a set of rules that are able to detect U2R attack. We select relevant features from these rules:
• number of connections to the same host as the current connection in the past two seconds (A23), • % of connections to the same service coming from different hosts (A37), • % of different services on the current host (A35), • % of connections to the current host having the same src port (A36), • % of connections to the same service (A29), According to [56] , in the case of U2R attack, the selected features should have the values described in Table VI . The Filter agent computes all these values and send them to the Analyzer agent. The following query shows a function that computes the number of http connections to a given host during the last 2 seconds:
SELECT count(*) OVER (ORDER BY time_stamp RANGE INTERVAL '2'SECOND PRECEDING) as http_count FROM connection_event WHERE dest_host ='ourhost' AND service = 'http'; Decision agent will receive an alert if the Analyzer Agent will verify these two rules:
• A23 ≤ 64, A37 ≤ 0.48, A35 ≤ 0.91, A36 ≤ 0.99, A29 > 0.32, • The rule used by SNORT to detect the Nimda attack.
D. Performance of Agent IDS
To evaluate the detection performance of our model, we present the false alarms and detection rates of the simulated attack in figure 7 . We have tested the Agent IDS system on real network data (18.15 millions of traffic packets), intermixed with 16417 attacks (228 U2R and 16189 R2L records) from the KDD Cup 1999.
A detection rate above 78% and a false alarm rate below 9% are achieved. The comparison of these results with those presented in Figure 1 shows that our system generates a fewer false positives than SNORT in case of probe attack. To achieve a total detection rate above 78% of DoS attacks, we have to tolerate 9% false alarms. The R2L attacks have the second best performance.
The implementation gives us the expected results. Our Agent IDS prototype we are testing detects the simulated attacks. This fact is intended as a proof of applying practically mobile agents to intrusion detection system. In this area, recent research works have been conducted. Most of them focus on the anomaly detection such as CAMNEP [52] and CIDS [34] . CAMNEP treats the problem of false positive by classic agent techniques, mobility is not mentioned. CAMNEP is not able to detect attacks consist of few packets, e. g. buffer overflow attack. CIDS has only one monitor agent responsible for collecting information from various data sources. Some data sources may generate a large amount of events in a short time, especially network traffic. In 2007, Singh and Sodhi [53] present a model based on a roaming agent as data collector and supervisor. The idea shares some similarities with our approach such as using Aglet framework. But the authors do not provide details about the implementation and attacks simulation.
IX. AGENT IDS VS A CENTRALIZED IDS
The question is : why the realization of the system with mobile agents is advantageous?
We implement a centralized system with local sensor that forward filtered data to a central analysis node and compare it with Agent IDS.
Under 30 Mbps (250 packets/second), these two systems achieves almost the same performance in terms of false alarms and detection rate. We can see that centralized IDS cannot process all packets in rates higher than 30 Mbps so a significant percentage of packets is being lost (figure 8). The systems ability to process traffic at the maximum rate offered by the network with minimal packet loss is an important criterion for an IDS. Significant packet loss can leave a number of attacks undetected and degrades the overall effectiveness of the system. With the recent trend of high-speed networks, the capability of a centralized IDS can not meet the speeds demand, resulting in rising of false negatives. Agent IDS has proven itself to be capable of handling very high traffic. In such a design, the incoming network traffic is disseminated to a pool of agents, which process a fraction of the whole traffic, reducing the possibility of packet loss caused by overload. Agent IDS could support a load of up to 56 Mbps (450 packets/second) with zero traffic loss.
Moreover, we focus on a second important criterion for IDS: detection delay which is defined as the duration from the time the attack starts to the time epoch that the attack is detected. We generate a set of packets varied from 2000 to 7000. For each set we simulate the synscan attack and we calculate the detection delay. Figure  9 plots the measurement results. The detection delay is significantly reduced; Agent IDS is much faster than the centralized IDS. For example, in the case of 7000 packets, we observe that detection delay is reduced by 59% (12 second vs 5 second). This can be explained by the fact that mobile agents operate directly on the host, where an action has to be taken, their response is faster than systems where the actions are taken by central coordinator.
In fact, one of the most pressing problems facing current IDSs is the processing of the enormous amounts of data generated by the network traffic monitoring tools and host-based audit logs. IDSs typically process most of this data locally. Mobile agents offer an opportunity to reduce the network load by eliminating the need for this data transfer. Instead of transferring the data across the network, mobile agents can be dispatched to the machine on which the data resides, essentially moving the computation to the data, instead of moving the data to the computation. It is obvious to see that the code-shipping versus data-shipping argument is only valid if, the mobile agents code and state that have to be transmitted are not larger than the amount of data that can be saved by the use of a mobile agent. That's why, in our Agent IDS, only Sniffer is not mobile. Its code is based on the Jpcap library. Its serialization phase spends much time.
Agent IDS does not only perform better in terms of effectiveness but also in terms of detection delay.
X. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
As network attacks are becoming more and more alarming, exploiting systems faults and performing malicious actions the need to provide effective intrusion detection methods increases. Network-based, distributed attacks are especially difficult to detect and require coordination among different intrusion detection components or systems.
In 1999, Jansen and al. have said that the idea of mobile and autonomous components intuitively seems useful in intrusion detection and many other applications. However, it is difficult to realize the benefits of mobile agent technology in practice [13] . We propose a new MA IDS model, based on misuse approach. The experiments emphasize the aim of applying agent to detect some kind of intrusions and compete others IDS. We take advantage of the multi-agent paradigm especially concerning reducing Network Load. Indeed, mobile agents offer the possibility to eliminate the need of transferring a huge amount of data to be analyzed. Hence the mobile agent will go to the data, given that an agent is smaller in size than the network information. In a future work, we will investigate, the behavior approach including new concepts in order to make our agent system more intelligent and exceed the actual performance; a special focus will be on the false alarms and timely identification of new attacks which are two of the biggest challenges to the effective use of network intrusion detection systems.
